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Abstract 
This paper describes a model of speech production called DIVA that highlights issues of self-organization 
and motor equivalent production of phonological units. The model uses a circular reaction strategy to learn 
two mappings between three levels of representation. Data on the plasticity of phonemic perceptual bound-
aries motivates a learned mapping between phoneme representations and vocal tract variables. A second 
mapping between vocal tract variables and articulator movements is also learned. To achieve the flexible 
control made possible by the redundancy of this mapping, desired directions in vocal tract configuration 
space are mapped into articulator velocity commands. Because each vocal tract direction cell learns to acti-
vate several articulator velocities during babbling, the model provides a natural account of the formation of 
coordinative structures. Model simulations show automatic compensation for unexpected constraints despite 
no previous experience or learning under these constraints. 
Overview of the DIVA model 
Production of an acoustic signal that invariantly conveys to listeners a particular phoneme is carried 
out with large variability in articulator movements from one instance to the next (e.g., [1],[3],[5]). The 
process of producing an invariant result in a motor system despite large variations in the contributions of 
individual components from trial to trial is called motor equivalence. This paper investigates the relationship 
between phonological units and the motor actions that realize them, focussing on how motor plans to produce 
phonemes can be learned, and how these plans can lead to motor equivalent phoneme production. 
Figure 1a is a block diagram of the current model, which is named DIVA because a key component is 
a transformation from Directions (in vocal tract configuration space) Into Velocities of Articulators. This 
model assumes the existence of a neural representation of phonological units, or phoneme map, for production 
of speech. These units are each associated with a plan consisting of a set of synaptic weights that encode 
target values of vocal tract variables determining key acoustic properties of the vocal tract. These plans 
are then converted into appropriate articulator movements. The chosen articulator movements depend on 
context and external conditions, thus resulting in motor variability as seen in human speech. In addition, 
DIVA assumes the existence of a phoneme recognition system that transforms an appropriate incoming 
acoustic signal into a representation of the corresponding phonological unit. The model contains two learned 
mappings, indicated by filled semicircles in the figure: a mapping between phoneme representations and 
corresponding vocal tract configurations (or motor plans), and a mapping between vocal tract variables and 
articulator movements that realize desired vocal tract configurations. 
The levels of representation in DIVA are very similar to those of the speech production model of [6]. 
However, the nature of the mappings between between these levels differ. Furthermore, mappings in (6] were 
predefined by the modelers. In DIVA, emphasis is placed on how these mappings can self-organize; that 
is, how can an infant's speech production system learn the parameters governing this complex dynamical 
system through self-generated babbling witho1tt an external teacher? 
Mapping from phoneme representations to vocal tract configurations 
The variability in articulator positions seen during production of the same phoneme speaks against the 
explicit control of the spatial positions of speech articulators. Instead, direct, invariant control of higher-
level variables such as bilabial separation or tongue body constriction seems to be used. This result is not 
surprising; whereas these higher-level variables, or vocal tract variables, directly correspond to the acoustic 
properties of the vocal tract, the effect of an individual articulator is dependent upon the locations of other 
articulators. An efficient controller should utilize the flexibility afforded by the redundant set of articulators 
to invariantly produce acoustic information under a variety of circumstances. 
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Figure 1: (a) Overview of the DIVA model. (b) Mapping from phoneme representations to vocal tract 
configurations. (c) Mapping from directions in vocal tract configuration space to articulator velocities. See 
text for details. 
Phoneme sets differ from language to language; that is, sounds that are perceptually distinct for speakers 
of one language may be indistinguishable for speakers of another language. This result implies that the map-
ping from acoustic information to phoneme representations is not fully defined at birth but instead organizes 
through learning. Therefore, the mapping from phoneme representations to plans for their production must 
also be tuned through learning. 
Figure lb schematizes a portion of the mapping from phoneme representations to vocal tract configura-
tions in DIVA. This figure includes three stages of the system block diagram of Figure la: the phoneme map 
stage, the vocal tract configuration stage, and the vocal tract direction vector stage. These stages and their 
interactions will now be described in more detail. 
The collection of cell activities Pi form the phoneme map (PM) stage in the model. These cells represent 
phonemes in the following way: if the model currently "hearsl) itself producing a given phoneme, the activity 
Pi of a cell corresponding to that phoneme is set to 1, with the activities of all other cells set to 0. The binary 
nature of these phoneme representations is consistent with data showing categorical perception of phonemes 
in humans. The model does not attempt to simulate the process of auditory recognition of phonemes. 
For the purpose of learning mappings for speech production, it suffices to activate appropriate PM cells 
whenever vocal tract configurations corresponding to the phonemes emerge. This is performed by an expert 
system that looks for vocal tract configurations to determine which, if any, phoneme is being produced, 
then activates the appropriate PM cell. The ranges of vocal tract configurations corresponding to phonemes 
roughly approximate the vocal tract profiles of speaking humans. 
The ensemble of cell activities Ci+ and Ci- represent the current configuration of the vocal tract. The 
variables Ci+ and ci- form an antagonistic pair defining the value of the ith vocal tract variable. In Figure 
lb, only c1+ and q_, corresponding to the vocal tract variable tongue tip constTiction degTee, are shown. 
The plan for a phoneme is stored as a set of synaptic weights (filled semicircles in Figure lb) that specify a 
vocal tract configuration appropriate for that phoneme. In Figure lb, the portion of the plan corresponding 
to a single vocal tract variable is shown for the phoneme /a/, represented by cell Pl· 
The vocal tract direction vector (VTDV) stage activities represent the difference between the current 
vocal tract configuration and the set of weights, or plan, projecting from the PM cell of the phoneme being 
produced. During babbling, this difference facilitates tuning of the phoneme plans as described below. 
During intentional phoneme production, the corresponding Pi cell is activated, presumably by a higher-level 
mechanism specifying a sequence of phonemes. The activities of the d; cells specify the required direction 
and distance of movement in vocal tract configuration space required to achieve the planned configuration. 
The next section describes how this direction information is mapped into articulator movements. 
Babbling plays a central role in learning the two mappings in DIVA. A circular reaction linking perception 
and production is completed by randomly activating articulator movements at the articulator velocity vector 
(AVV) stage to produce speech sounds; the perceived sounds are then mapped to the motor actions that pro-
duced them. During babbling, "accidental" production of a phoneme causes activation of the corresponding 
PM cell. Tuning of the plan for a phoneme is carried out by first formulating a difference between the set 
of weights projecting from the active PM cell and the current vocal tract configuration, then adjusting the 
weights to zero this difference. This is a variant of the vector associative map (VAM) mechanism [6] and 
utilizes a simple learning law that depends only on pre- and post-synaptic activity levels. 
Mapping from vocal tract directions to articulator velocities 
The second mapping learned by the model allows VTDV activity to command articulator movements 
coded by the AVV stage. Part of this mapping is illustrated in Figure 1c. 
The AVV stage consists of cell activities a; that code movement velocities of the following speech artic-
ulators: tongue dorsum, tongue tip, jaw, upper lip, and lower lip. Each cell in an antagonistic pair ai+/ai-
is meant to correspond roughly to contraction/relaxation of a single muscle or small synergy of muscles 
controlled as a unit for all movements. This differs from coordinative structures as discussed below, wherein 
a group of muscles is controlled together only for particular movements. 
When the VTDV-to-AVV mapping has been tuned, each VTDV cell projects through non-zero weights to 
all AVV cells that act to reduce the activity of the VTDV cell. Conversely, the pathways projecting to AVV 
cells that do not act to reduce the VTDV cell's activity have zero weight. For example, Figure lc shows the 
projections from d1+, corresponding to a desired increase in tongue tip constriction degree, to the AVV cells. 
Large semicircles at the ends of these projections indicate a large synaptic weighting in the pathways to a1+, 
a2+, and a3+, corresponding to raising the tongue tip, jaw, and tongue dorsum, respectively. Each of these 
movements acts to increase the tongue tip constriction degree and thereby reduce the activity of d1+ during 
production of a given plan. Together, these movements form a task-specific coordinative structure (e.g., [2]; 
[5]), or group of muscle activations controlled as a unit. Each VTDV cell learns a different coordinative 
structure, and the set of AVV activities produced by a given VTDV activity pattern act to change the vocal 
tract configuration to zero VTDV activity. When VTDV activity is zeroed, the current VTC matches the 
plan specified by the currently active PM cell, thus producing the desired phoneme. 
By simultaneously activating all of the AVV cells that can be used to achieve a desired vocal tract 
configuration, the system becomes robust to environmental or internal constraints that affect a subset of the 
articulator movements. For example, perturbation of the jaw while producing a phoneme that requires a 
decrease in tongue tip constriction degree will make raising the jaw ineffective, but raising the tongue body 
and tongue tip still work to carry out the phoneme's plan. This leads to an important insight: in order 
to achieve flexible control, DIVA must activate a coordinative structure for each VTDV cell; by learning 
coordinative structures through babbling (as described below), DIVA gives an account of how such structures 
naturally arise in a self-organizing system that efficiently uses redundant articulators. 
The same babbling phase used to tune the map from the PM stage to the VTDV stage is used to tune 
the map from the VTDV stage to the AVV stage. Random movement of articulators results in changes in 
vocal tract configuration, and, consequently, changes in the corresponding VTC and VTDV cell activities. 
Changes in VTDV cell activity drive learning such that articulator movements that reduce VTDV activity 
gain synaptic weight. Again, the learning law employed depends only on pre- and post-synaptic activities. 
Model simulations 
DIVA was implemented in a computer simulation that produces animation sequences showing the artic-
ulators in motion during production of user-specified phoneme strings. The model successfully learned 29 
phonemes; limitations of the simplified articulator system prevented production of additional phonemes. 
Each training trial consisted of the following events: (1) each AVV cell was randomly activated to a level 
of 1.0 with probability 1/3, causing motion of several articulators. (2) the resulting "babble" was analyzed 
by the hearing expert system to determine if any phonemes were being produced, (3) the PM-to-VTDV and 
VTDV-to-AVV synaptic weights were adjusted. 20,000 trials were used to learn the 29 phonemes. Little 
attempt to optimize training speed was made. 
After training, the model's competence was tested under several conditions, including bilabial stop con-
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Figure 2: Simulation of the utterance /adopj with jaw free (top row) and jaw clenched (bottom row). 
the jaw clenched. Despite the fact that no training was done under these constraining conditions, the model 
automatically used remaining articulatory degrees of freedom to compensate for the constrained articulators. 
The top row of Figure 2 shows '(snapshots)) of the animation sequence during production of the utterance 
/adop/ with the jaw free to move. In this case, the jaw is opened to aid in achieving the low tongue dorsum 
position of the vowels /a/ and /o/, and it is raised back up to aid in achieving the bilabial closure of the 
consonant fp/. The bottom row of Figure 2 shows the model successfully performing the same phrase, but 
this time with the jaw {(frozen)) in the closed position. It is important to emphasize that no training was done 
with the jaw clenched. As the figure illustrates, the lack of jaw movement was compensated by increased 
movement of the tongue to achieve the appropriate vocal tract configurations. 
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